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This StatPack looks at the top trends for 
display, mobile and video ad pricing
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Executive Summary

The scope of this research is limited to programmatic* ad buys.

Q4 2017 ad prices were up from Q4 2016. Pushes for ad quality, 
transparency, more private marketplaces (PMPs) and programmatic direct 
deals drove up CPMs across the board. Header bidding raised prices for 
web-based inventory. 

In-app CPMs appear to be stabilizing, which indicates a more 
mature market. iOS inventory has historically been higher, but cost 
differences between Android and iOS inventory have dwindled. Improved 
in-app measurement and verification capabilities will drive pricing upward.

Video continues to command top-dollar CPMs, and prices will 
climb as quality inventory remains in high demand. Out-stream ads are 
gaining momentum, but buyers still pay more for in-stream units.

*eMarketer’s definition of programmatic includes all major methods of transacting or fulfilling digital display ads via an API, 
including everything from publisher-erected APIs (common with social media and ad networks) to more standardized real-
time bidding (RTB) technology such as open marketplaces and PMPs.
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Methodology
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Data and insights were gathered from    
nearly two dozen sources 

The mix of sources represent both the buy and sell side of the industry
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The following companies contributed to this 
research

Aki Technologies
Amobee
AppLift

Goodway Group
Index Exchange

InMobi

Marfeel
Nativo

Netmining
NinthDecimal

OpenX
Pathmatics

PubMatic
Rubicon Project
Sharethrough

Smart
UberMedia
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Sources that shared data are identified only 
by type, not by company name

SSC

BSC

The companies that provided data were each assigned one of the 
following labels, which are used to indicate the source of the data used on 
the charts in this section.

Sell-side company

Buy-side company

Company Type Chart Label
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The data shows pricing trends, not pricing 
benchmarks

The data in this report does not reflect 
every advertiser type, campaign objective 

or time of year. It’s a snapshot in time 
illustrating the major factors that influenced 

prices in Q4 2017. 
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Pricing models defined

CPM (cost per thousand): The 
amount paid by an advertiser per 
thousand impressions of its ad.

vCPM (viewable CPM): The amount 
paid by advertisers for 1,000 
impressions that were in view. 

CPCV (cost per completed view): The 
amount paid by advertisers for a single 
video impression that was viewed to 
completion.
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Prices often include much more than just the 
cost of the media—fees may be rolled in

Examples of intermediaries:
Ad exchanges, supply-side platforms (SSPs), demand-side platforms (DSPs), advertising platforms, 
data management platforms (DMPs), agency trading desks, ad networks, verification/measurement 
service providers, data service providers, etc.

Middlemen fees—also known as the 
“take share” that comes from the total 
amount advertisers spend with an 
intermediary—vary widely and can 
inflate CPMs.

$
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The more middlemen involved, the more 
fees, and the higher the CPM

Most of the sources contributing data to this 
research said their CPMs reflected only media 

costs. But in some cases, it is safe to assume that 
service fees are included.

Fees vary by source, but they are unlikely to 
change substantially each year. Therefore, 

year-over-year comparisons of a single source’s 
data are valid. 

$
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More than 40% of advertising costs may go 
to buy- and sell-side intermediaries
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Other factors that affect pricing: 

Geography: CPMs vary greatly by region. We note cases in which the 
data was worldwide or US-based.  

Client mix: On the sell side, CPMs are influenced by the source’s mix 
of publishers. On the buy side, CPMs are influenced by the type of 
advertisers (performance vs. brand, industry alignment) on the source’s 
client roster.  

Certain programmatic factors: Various programmatic 
influences, including the mix of private marketplaces (PMPs) to open 
market trades, header bidding capabilities and policies on ad quality can 
also affect pricing. 
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General Display Pricing Trends
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On the whole, ad prices have risen over the 
past 12 months

 The following slides depict major pricing changes 
from Q4 2016 to Q4 2017 across multiple 
buy- and sell-side companies (BSCs and SSCs). 
The geographical focus of these companies is 
noted.

 The major trends affecting pricing are also 
discussed.
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CPMs for 300x250 desktop display units rose 
from Q4 2016 to Q4 2017

Source: Confidential
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(Mostly US)
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All prices reflect media costs only
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Mobile web CPMs for this popular unit also 
rose during this timeframe

Source: Confidential
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Trend: Desktop ads still cost slightly more 
than mobile web 

Source: Confidential
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Trend: Web-based prices continue to rise due 
to efforts to improve ad quality 

 The continued adoption of header bidding for web-based inventory,
coupled with a growing shift toward first-priced auctions, is
driving up programmatic CPMs on both desktop and mobile web.

 At the same time, many buyers and sellers seeking better insight into the
supply chain and looking to the IAB’s ads.txt to verify legitimate
partners and resellers are also seeing prices increase.

 Other practices aimed at simplifying the supply chain, including
supply-path optimization and greater interest in moving toward PMP
and programmatic direct deals, are also credited with raising
CPMs.

 All of these efforts affected pricing toward the latter half of 2017; they are
expected to continue to raise prices throughout 2018.
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Trend: As header bidding drives CPMs higher, 
publishers are rethinking their rate cards

“Publishers today are renegotiating 
their rate cards and changing the 
way they transact on those more 
guaranteed deals. We see a lot 
more guaranteed budget 
flowing through private markets
and more of those unique deals coming 
through the header.” 

—Joe Prusz, Chief Revenue Officer, 
Rubicon Project
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Trend: Increases in PMP activity have also 
led to higher ad prices

Source: Confidential

For one SSC, the portion of video inventory flowing through PMPs increased 
from 20% to 60% year over year, which had a significant impact on pricing 

Data reflects pricing provided by SSC; all prices reflect media costs only
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Trend: Buyers moving more programmatic 
ads in-house means more cash for publishers

As buyers take more control 
of their programmatic 
practices, relying less on 
agency trading desks and 
instead taking primary 
ownership of the 
programmatic buying 
technology, some forms of 
middlemen fees will be 
eliminated. 

Many predict that those 
dollars will end up in 
publishers’ pockets
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The number of middlemen employed by 
advertisers varies by ad type and channel

3.0 2.22.9
Average number of 

intermediaries 
employed by 

advertisers who 
bought mobile 
impressions

Average number of 
intermediaries used 
by advertisers who 

bought desktop 
impressions

Average number of 
intermediaries used 
by advertisers who 

bought video 
impressions

Source: Pathmatics, February 2018. Data as of January 2018.
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Sellers work with even more intermediaries 
than their buy-side counterparts

6.5 3.05.7
Average number of 

intermediaries 
employed by 

publishers selling 
mobile impressions

Average number of 
intermediaries used 

by publishers 
selling desktop 

impressions

Average number of 
intermediaries used 

by publishers 
selling video 
impressions

Source: Pathmatics, February 2018. Data as of January 2018.
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Trend: Ads.txt is also driving more ad dollars 
to legitimate publishers

“With ads.txt, a publishers’ inventory is 
fairly represented. That inventory 
should shrink as fraudulent parties 
imitating premium publishers are 
removed. As that volume shrinks, 
buyers should be willing to spend more 
and increase their bid prices for 
those specific publishers.”  

—Jocelyn Gillespie, Principal Analyst, Index 
Exchange
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Buyers are willing to pay more for the  
viewability that comes with vCPM rates

Source: Confidential

Media costs only; data is worldwide unless noted; *US data
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Trend: Average vCPMs declined YOY

Source: Confidential

Data is worldwide unless otherwise noted; reflects media costs unless otherwise noted; 
*includes media and data fees and is US data
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 As more publishers design for and increase the viewability of their
advertising units, the cost per vCPM declines.

 For example: An advertiser paying a $5 CPM to a publisher whose
viewability rate is 25% is actually paying a $20 vCPM.

 But as that publisher improves its viewability rate, an advertiser paying
a $5 CPM for a viewability rate of 50% now pays a $10 vCPM.

As viewability rates rise and buyers hold 
their CPMs, vCPMs inevitably fall

25% @ $5 CPM = $20 vCPM

25% 50% @ $5 CPM = $10 vCPM
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Other factors contributing to declining 
vCPMs:

 Increased adoption of viewability measurement among both buyers and 
sellers.

 A continued push among mobile app developers and ad exchanges to 
implement viewability and ad verification software development kits 
(SDKs). Doing so allows buyers to more accurately measure viewability 
in-app, which leads to greater investment, and as a result, leveled off 
vCPM rates.
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Trend: The demand for larger and 
higher-impact units is on the rise

 Many of those surveyed reported substantial upticks in the buying and
selling of 300x600 units vs. the prior year.

 Other units capturing buyer interest: 970x250, 320x480 and 900x550.

300x600
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But when such units impede the user 
experience, pricing and demand should fall

“You have forces at play like Google’s 
Chrome Filter that takes into account 
both a handful of specific intrusive 
formats as well as the total share of 
the page that’s taken up by ads. That 
could put downward pressure on the 
supply of large, flashy formats.”  

—Nicole Perrin, Senior Analyst, eMarketer 
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Trend: Brand safety debacles drove dollars 
out of YouTube—but only temporarily

 Thanks to the negative press that players such as Facebook and YouTube 
received in late 2016 and early 2017, many programmatic platforms saw 
an initial burst of ad dollars moving out of the walled gardens and into the 
broader programmatic ecosystem. This led to increased 
competition and higher prices—at least for a little while.

“During 2016 and 2017, we saw at least 
for a little while some major brands 
pulling out of YouTube or at least 
halting their spend. But we have 
started to see it come back.”

—Ken Roberts, Head of Marketing, 
Pathmatics
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But heightened focus on brand safety is 
having longer-lasting effects 

Although dollars flowed back to the major 
properties, the more heightened focus on 
brand safety kept buyers and sellers 
away from lower-quality 
publishers, driving up CPMs for the 
rest.
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Mobile App Pricing Trends 
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Trend: As mobile app spend rises to meet 
time and eyeballs, prices are stabilizing

Source: Confidential

BSC*

Data is US unless specified; data reflects media costs only ; *includes media and data fees;
**prices are worldwide
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Trend: As Android use has grown, the iOS ad 
premium is smaller than it once was 

Source: Confidential
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With so much false or inaccurate data, 
vetting partners and data providers is a must

Experts estimate that location data can 
drive up CPMs anywhere from 10% to 

more than double the media cost. 
Given this premium, buyers must do their 
due diligence with any partners offering 

location data. 
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Trend: Ad fraud remains a real and growing 
concern for in-app advertisers

53%
of mobile ad executives worldwide said that 30% or more of their 

in-app ad budgets are susceptible to ad fraud. 

Source: Forrester Consulting, "Mobile Fraud: Marketers' Massive Hidden Threat," commissioned by AppsFlyer, Dec 13, 2017.
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Trend: Tablet CPMs are falling as improved 
smartphone monetization draws dollars out  

Source: Confidential
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Digital Video Pricing Trends 
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Trend: The prices of desktop pre-roll ads 
continue to climb

Source: Confidential
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Trend: Buyers continue to pay a premium for 
in-stream ads

Source: Confidential
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Trend: Ad prices for out-stream interstitials 
tend to lag in-banner and large-format units

Source: Confidential
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Trend: It’s still early days for connected TV 
and over-the-top (OTT) inventory

While both sources of digital video advertising will drive CPMs 
upward, inventory levels in today’s programmatic ecosystem are 

only just beginning to amount to anything. 
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